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Microfluidic devices have the potential to automate and 
miniaturize biological experiments, but open-source sharing of 
device designs has lagged behind sharing of other resources 
such as software. Synthetic biologists have used microfluidics 
for DNA assembly, cell-free expression, and cell culture, but 
a combination of expense, device complexity, and reliance on 
custom set-ups hampers their widespread adoption. We present 
Metafluidics, an open-source, community-driven repository that 
hosts digital design files, assembly specifications, and open-
source software to enable users to build, configure, and operate 
a microfluidic device. We use Metafluidics to share designs 
and fabrication instructions for both a microfluidic ring-mixer 
device and a 32-channel tabletop microfluidic controller. This 
device and controller are applied to build genetic circuits using 
standard DNA assembly methods including ligation, Gateway, 
Gibson, and Golden Gate. Metafluidics is intended to enable 
a broad community of engineers, DIY enthusiasts, and other 
nontraditional participants with limited fabrication skills to 
contribute to microfluidic research. 

The synthetic biology community has adopted many open-source 
principles and practices including DNA component registries (e.g., 
Registry of Standard Biological Parts and the Synthetic Biology 
Engineering Research Center Registry of Parts1), repositories for dis-
tributing biological materials (e.g., ATCC, Addgene), genetic circuit 
design tools (e.g., Clotho), workflow abstraction tools2, and protocol 
optimization systems (e.g., Aquarium). Refined descriptions3 and legal 
frameworks for sharing parts (e.g., the BioBrick Public Agreement) 
and communicating designs4 are also available. The number and vari-
ety of open-source hardware projects for synthetic biology is grow-
ing as well. Projects ranging from open thermocyclers (e.g., Open 
PCR and Open qPCR) to ‘personal’ liquid handlers (e.g., Opentrons) 
and all-in-one laboratory kits (e.g., Bento Lab and Amino Labs)  
are available and being tested by both professional researchers 
and do-it-yourself (DIY) enthusiast communities5. Similarly, the 
International Genetically Engineered Machine (iGEM) competition 
supports the development of open hardware for synthetic biology 
(http://2017.igem.org/Competition/Tracks/Hardware), recognizing 

a need to interface open-source hardware with the existing open-
source ecosystem. Figure 1 gives examples of categories of open-
source resources, including community-led repositories through 
which these are shared.

Microfluidic technologies have several advantages over tradi-
tional methods. Microfluidics enables single-cell manipulation and  
analysis, reaction volumes of nano- or picoliters (thereby reducing 
costs), high-throughput execution of parallel experiments, auto-
mated routine liquid handling, integration of multiple biological 
processes in a single system, and programmability for complex pro-
tocols. Synthetic biologists have used microfluidics to miniaturize 
DNA assembly (for oligonucleotides6, genes7, and genetic circuits8), 
to purify DNA9, to clone DNA10, and to transform11 and transfect12 
cells. Multipurpose platforms have been developed that integrate sev-
eral processes8,13. Despite their utility, microfluidic devices are not 
widely used by synthetic biologists. Although thousands of proof-of- 
concept microfluidic devices have been reported in technical  
journals14, such systems are infrequently adopted. Companies that pro-
vide basic services to the synthetic biology community use microflu-
idics in their technology platforms (e.g., Illumina, a DNA sequencing 
company and Twist BioScience, a DNA synthesis company), but such  
systems are rarely part of in-lab experimental workflows for research-
ers. The availability of consumer microfluidic products has also been 
limited15, because most systems developed in research laboratories 
fail to translate to the marketplace. Commercial translation has  
been hindered by a lack of standards in material selection, process 
development, sample preparation, and interconnections between 
devices16,17. The same problems have restricted device development 
in research laboratories.

There is a continuing need to lower barriers to access microfluid-
ics research. Just as the field of synthetic biology has been built upon 
the contributions of researchers from many different disciplines, we 
hope to grow and diversify the microfluidic developer and user com-
munities. To stimulate participation of researchers from multiple dis-
ciplines in microfluidic device development, we have established a set 
of open-source tools and principles for microfluidics. Our aim is to 
use this open-source infrastructure to increase technical innovation. 
For example, open sharing of microfluidic designs could encourage 
the development of derivative designs. Although common features 
in microfluidic device designs—so-called device primitives, like cha-
otic mixers18 and cross-flow droplet generators19—have been widely 
adopted by the microfluidic developer community, the direct modi-
fication of previous designs is surprisingly rare.

If the number of users of microfluidics is to increase, devices and 
accompanying hardware must be easily made or purchased. The 
advent of soft lithography was a groundbreaking enabling technology  
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for microfluidics20, but photolithography requirements—from clean 
rooms to technology for silicon processing—still present a substan-
tial obstacle for both developers and users. Increasingly, commodity 
digital fabrication technologies like three-dimensional (3D) print-
ing21 are being used to manufacture molds for soft lithography22 
and milli- and microfluidic systems23,24, including programmable 
valves25 and devices for synthetic biology applications26. Crucially, 
3D printing eliminates the photolithographic step and obviates 
the need for expensive silicon-processing infrastructure. Recently,  
paper microfluidics has shown promise in reducing cost and increas-
ing ease of device fabrication for diagnostic applications27. The 
development of these technologies has increased access to micro-
fluidics, but has yet to produce devices that approach the complexity 
or programmability of those fabricated using photolithography28. 
Published descriptions of microfluidic devices are often too  
technical for a broad audience to interpret. We believe that open-
source microfluidic designs, coupled with simple fabrication pro-
tocols (or linked to commercial fabrication services) will overcome 
this problem.

The contributions of non-experts and individuals working outside 
of traditional academic research to generate novel products and solu-
tions to technical problems have been well-documented in the social 
sciences29,30. In synthetic biology, an emerging network of commu-
nity laboratories5 provides physical spaces and infrastructure where 
DIY enthusiasts, artists, and designers can experiment. Their collec-
tive work has expanded the sociological, philosophical, and ethical  
context of synthetic biology research activities31. Citizen science 
projects, such as the collaborative study of New York City’s microbi-
ome by community laboratory Genspace and Cornell University32, are 
also promising examples of the type of technical and societal impact 
that is possible when biotechnologies move outside of traditional 
research institutions.

Open-source microfluidics
Open-source microfluidics requires digital design files, detailed speci-
fications for device (or other hardware) assembly, device software, 
hardware operation instructions, and inexpensive, simple-to-use 
fabrication technologies (or fee-for-service production companies) 

to convert digital designs to physical systems. Developers of micro-
fluidics will need all of these elements. Users only need to make the 
device from its design, or outsource its manufacture.

Although microfluidic devices have been made using various 
technologies, all use some form of computer-aided design (CAD) 
files. For devices with a single layer of fluid channels, or multilayered 
devices built by assembling single layers, two-dimensional digital rep-
resentations generated by a vector-based drawing tool are required. 
Common file types include .ai (Adobe Illustrator) and .dwg and .dxf 
(AutoCAD) files, all of which can be edited and used directly by com-
mercial companies to generate masks for photolithographic processes. 
A variety of tools are also available to convert between file formats. 
For 3D designs, .STL formats are popular and are also suitable for 
both modification and printing.

Publications describing microfluidic research only rarely include 
digital design files, making the task of reproducing or extending 
prior work extraordinarily difficult. For example, Lab on a Chip does 
not require submission of design files. We believe the field would 
benefit immensely from both journal policies and a research cul-
ture that encourages and facilitates sharing of designs. Furthermore, 
while traditional publications may provide sufficient detail for a 
practitioner skilled in microfluidics to execute a fabrication method, 
more details are needed to enable reproduction by a broader devel-
oper community. Ideally, assembly instructions would be annotated 
and documented together with illustrations (or a tutorial video) 
and a complete list of parts known as a ‘bill of materials’. Where 
possible, hardware should be built from standard, widely available 
components, to make reproduction easy. Digital design files, parts 
lists, assembly specifications and operating software could be made 
available through online repositories (e.g., GitHub, Thingiverse), 
but to our knowledge, no such repository exists to aggregate infor-
mation for the microfluidics community. Therefore, we established 
Metafluidics (http://www.metafluidics.org/), an open online reposi-
tory of fluidic parts.

Bio design tools
DNA tools (Cello)
Protein tools (Rosetta)

DNA sequences (iGEM Registry)
Protein sequences (Swiss-Prot)
DNA molecules (Addgene)
Cells (ATCC)

Bio parts

Bio methods Protocols (OpenWetWare)

Device designs (Metafluidics)
Component designs (Thingiverse)

Fluidic systems

Experimental data Research articles (open journals)

Figure 1 Open-source tools, parts, methods, systems, and data for 
synthetic biology and community-driven repositories where they can 
be shared. Items in parentheses are exemplar community-contributed 
repositories for each open-source entity.

3D Printed Multimaterial Valve
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X Mixer
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Figure 2 A collection of fluidic parts from Metafluidics. Each part shows 
the number of views, likes, and downloads, along with the title of the part 
and name of its creator.
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Metafluidics
Metafluidics is a not-for-profit, community-driven repository featur-
ing a collection of fluidic parts and the information required to repro-
duce, refine, and operate them. A subset of the collection from the 
Metafluidics homepage is shown in Figure 2. Digital device designs, a 
clear bill of materials, assembly specifications, and operation software 
(if necessary) are available for each part (Fig. 3). Metafluidics entries 
may be microfluidic devices or complementary hardware, such as 
fluidic controllers. Parts can be tagged with keywords for function, 
materials, fabrication method, or research discipline (Fig. 3). Each tag 
is searchable, thereby allowing a user to discover relevant parts.

The site also has social features. For example, users can ‘like’ parts and 
comment on them, enabling interaction between community members. 
Because the site supports the sorting of parts by the number of design 
downloads, likes, or user comments, highly rated parts can emerge. 
Anyone who creates a user profile can contribute or download a fluidic 
part. Quality control is provided in part by an editorial team, who can 
highlight featured parts, but also by the Metafluidics community itself 
through collective rating of parts using the social functions.

Currently, most novel fluidic systems are produced by an expert 
team of researchers skilled in microfluidic design, fabrication, and 
experimentation. Experts begin with an experimental concept, design 
a device, produce digital design files, fabricate a fluidic system and 
then conduct experiments with it to produce data that can be pub-
lished (Fig. 4a). However, this approach often means that the only 
users of a device are the inventors, and after publication, no reproduc-
tion or derivative work occurs.

Different workflows are enabled by Metafluidics. For example, for 
reproduction of a device, a fee-for-service company could be used to 
fabricate a fluidic system based upon a design created by an expert 
team and deposited in Metafluidics (Fig. 4b). This act of system 

reproduction, particularly by a participant who is not a member of 
the same laboratory or institution as the initial designer, is of con-
siderable significance, as such an act would rarely occur otherwise 
without an established research collaboration. In a second scenario, 
a scientist would extend a design deposited in Metafluidics (Fig. 4c). 
This process might comprise minor modifications that preserve the 
primary function of the design but increases ease of use (e.g., modify-
ing inlet and outlet dimensions for better coupling to tubing) or major 
modifications to improve the throughput of the device. A third type of 
application could be one in which a DIY enthusiast is able to experi-
ment with multiple fluidic systems designed by other participants of 
the Metafluidics community (Fig. 4d). These examples are intended 
to be descriptive, not prescriptive, as we envisage organic growth and 
use of this resource.

Open-source microfluidic genetic circuit assembly
Building and testing genetic circuitry is both a challenge and an oppor-
tunity. Genetic components of modest size (up to ~4,000 bp, with prices 
ranging from $0.10–0.60 per base pair) or much larger (10,000 bp or 
more, at higher prices per base pair) are available to buy. Nevertheless, 
the prices of synthetic DNA parts and the tendency to re-use the same 
parts in different designs means that scientists and makers often prefer 
to assemble genetic circuits themselves. As an example of how to apply 
open-source principles to sharing microfluidic devices for synthetic 
biology applications33,34, we report here the design and fabrication of 
an open-source, programmable microfluidic device and microfluidic 
controller for the on-chip assembly of genetic circuits.

The programmable microfluidic system is a general-purpose tool 
comprising a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based ring-mixer device 
and a tabletop controller. The system is capable of executing a set of 

Figure 3 An example ‘fluidic part’ page. The individual part shows social 
media data, such as the number of views and likes, comments from the 
community, and the number of times each type of sharable information 
(e.g., ‘Design Files’) has been downloaded. Each part is also described by 
searchable tags that can indicate, for example, the function of the part 
(e.g., DNA Synthesizer), the field of research (e.g., Synthetic Biology), or 
the materials the part is built from.

Design
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Experiment
Fluidic system

Concept

Data

Digital design

Reproduced
fluidic system

Data

Digital design

Reproduce Remix

Remixed
digital design

Fluidic
system 2

Data 2

Digital
design 2

Fluidic
system 3

Data 3

Fluidic
system 1

Data 1

Digital
design 1

Test multiple systems

Metafluidics

a b c d

Remixed
fluidic system

Data

Digital
design 3

Concept Concept Concept

Expert team

DIY enthusiast

Designer

Fee-for-service
company

Participant types

Figure 4 Creative process flows for designing, fabricating, and 
experimenting with a fluidic system. Four modalities are shown. In each 
modality, the process begins with an experimental concept—for example, 
constructing a genetic circuit—from which the ‘design’ step yields a digital 
design, the ‘fabricate’ step produces the tangible fluidic system and the 
‘experiment’ step generates data. Different types of users are capable of 
producing the ‘Digital Design,’ ‘Fluidic System,’ or ‘Data.’ In the examples 
described here, we show an ‘Expert Team,’ a ‘DIY Enthusiast,’  
a ‘Designer,’ and an ‘Artist.’ In modality (A), the current paradigm whereby 
the majority of fluidic systems are produced, an ‘Expert Team’ executes 
the entire process from ‘Concept’ to ‘Data.’ Modalities (B)–(D) are enabled 
by Metafluidics. In (B), a ‘Fee-for-Service Company’ is used to reproduce 
a fluidic system from the ‘Digital Design’ created by an ‘Expert Team.’ In 
(C), a ‘Designer’ is able to build upon a previous design in Metafluidics 
to create a ‘Remixed Digital Design.’ In (D), a ‘DIY Enthusiast’ is able to 
fabricate and experiment with three different fluidic systems built from the 
digital designs created by three different types of users.
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common fluidic operations, enabling a variety of possible applica-
tions beyond genetic circuit assembly. The PDMS device, fabricated 
by multilayer soft lithography28, enables programmable mixing of up 
to three distinct fluid components (Fig. 5) by eight control channels. 
The controller hardware itself has 32 programmable channels, which, 
when controlling devices containing microfluidic multiplexors28, can 
address tens of thousands of flow channels. Our controller, which 
can be made with commercially available kits and parts, can execute 
pneumatically driven device operations to complete a genetic circuit 
assembly protocol at the push of a button. Connection to a computer 
during operation is not required. Solenoids for pneumatic manipula-
tion are controlled by an open-source Arduino Mega microcontroller. 
Device operations, written in open-source software (Arduino Sketch) 
can be customized if needed.

Similar to BioStream35 (our previous open-source software for 
programmable microfluidics), microfluidic chip operations can be 
defined as functions with specific valve configurations. These func-
tions can then be written in serial blocks of code that can be executed 
to yield fully automated activation of valves and pumps in the device. 
Thus, at the software level, the underlying microfluidic chip architec-
ture is abstracted to a simpler representation. All of the information 
required to reproduce, change, and operate our device and controller 
are available in Metafluidics.

Automated microfluidic genetic circuit assembly reactions were 
carried out in the ring-mixer device (Fig. 5). This device allows the 
combination and mixing of up to three different liquid reagents, and 
could be employed for a wide range of other biochemical reactions. 
For genetic circuit assembly, the controller executes a protocol con-
sisting of eight stages, composed of four device operations, each with 
a unique microfluidic valve configuration: “fill” (Fig. 5b), for loading 
three different reagents into the three segments of the ring mixer; 
“mix,” for actuating the three mixing valves (Fig. 5c) to combine the 
three fluid components; “incubate” (Fig. 5d), for actuating all valves 
to lock all fluid volumes in place and prevent evaporation; and “flow” 
(Fig. 5e), for flushing fluid through the ring mixer from left to right. 
These operations are examples of common protocol steps for control-
ling any PDMS-based microfluidic devices. These general, abstracted 
representations are important for making device operation simple and 
understandable to a broad user-base. The full set of Arduino code for 
executing these operations and the full circuit assembly protocol is 
shared in Metafluidics and available for download.

Using our device, we assembled genetic circuits several thousands 
of DNA base pairs long, each from up to five input component parts, 
employing four widely used assembly biochemistries: BioBrick-
based ligation assembly36, Gateway37, Gibson38, and Golden Gate39 
assembly (Figs. 5 and 6). Microfluidic assembly reactions employed 
approximately tenfold lower volumes (300–650 nL) compared to the 
same (control) reactions performed in test tubes (2–10 µL). DNA 
assembly efficiencies for each circuit are given in Supplementary 
Table 1. We note that in our experiments (Supplementary Methods),  
Golden Gate assembly translated extremely well to the microfluidic 
format, with no apparent loss of colonies (as monitored by colony 
forming unit per µL of assembly reaction) relative to the larger-vol-
ume tube reactions. Furthermore, the high overall colony yields of the 
Golden Gate reactions indicate that this method may be scalable to 
reaction volumes of 1 nL or less while still producing a useful number 
of colonies. The quality of the assembled circuits was evaluated first 
by restriction digestion of the resulting plasmids (Supplementary 
Figs. 1–4 and Supplementary Tables 2–11), then by DNA sequencing 
to select defect-free clones. These clones were used to characterize  
genetic circuit functions in living cells (Supplementary Fig. 5).  

Constant pressure outlets

Solenoid valve outlets

Arduino
control
board

Solenoid
valve banks

Fill

Incubate

Component 1 Component 2

Component 3

a

Flow

Mix

b c

d

f

g

e

Figure 5 The microfluidic system composed of the device and controller. 
(a) Optical image of the microfluidic ring-mixer device with flow channels 
loaded with green food dye, control valves loaded with red food dye, 
and mixing valves loaded with blue food dye. The full genetic circuit 
assembly protocol consists of four device operations: (b) fill, where three 
components are loaded into the two quarters and half of the ring mixer; 
(c) mix, where the mixing valves (light blue) are actuated to mix the three 
components; (d) incubate, where all valves are latched to incubate the 
reaction mix; and (e) flow, where reagents are flushed through the ring 
mixer from left to right. (f,g) The 32-channel microfluidic controller, as 
seen from a front view (f) showing the LCD display, two banks of eight-
solenoid valve outlets, and 16 constant pressure outlets, and an internal 
top view (g) showing the Arduino Mega board, four sets of eight solenoid 
valve banks, and the central circuit breadboard.
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As expected, no notable differences were observed between circuits 
assembled using a microfluidic device versus those same circuits 
assembled in a test tube.

This demonstration of miniaturized genetic circuit assembly using 
open-source hardware is a step toward our longer-term goal, which 
is to make massively parallel assembly of genetic circuits widely 
accessible through facile assembly using microfluidics. Previously 
demonstrated microfluidic multiplexors utilize binary valve patterns 
enabling the control of n fluid channels with only 2log2 n control 
channels28. The 32-channel open-source controller described here 
has sufficient capacity to control sophisticated devices featuring 
tens of thousands of flow channels and thousands of independ-
ently addressable reaction chambers. While precise fluid routing of 
reagents at the pico- and nanoliter scale over milli- and centimeter 
lengths (without contaminating reactors) can prove challenging, 
scaling genetic circuit assembly to thousands of parallel reactions is 
feasible. To our knowledge, this controller enables the manipulation 
of the largest number of independent fluidic channels to date for an 
open-source controller.

The application of open-source principles to the design, fabrica-
tion, and sharing of our system is a step toward its reproduction by a 
broader community of engineers, researchers, and DIY enthusiasts. 

To date, graduate, undergraduate, and high school students work-
ing in laboratories at MIT have reproduced the controller, working 
only from the specifications provided in Metafluidics. This simple act  
of system reproduction illustrates the potential of Metafluidics to 
enable anyone to experiment with microfluidic devices.

Outlook for open-source microfluidics
We plan to partner Metafluidics with other open-source commu-
nity-driven repositories in synthetic biology (Fig. 1). For example, 
a fluidic system could be associated with the experimental data that 
it generates, if online repositories are interlinked. Similarly, the full 
stack of biological design tools, parts, and methods used to generate 
any experimental data should be attached as metadata to each fluidic 
part, so that relationships can be studied to better discern sources of 
error and refine best practices. Our aim is for Metafluidics to support 
increasingly sophisticated interactions between different technical and 
creative communities, including the peer production of advanced flu-
idic systems. Tools like the US Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency’s hardware portal Vehicle Forge (http://cps-vo.org/group/avm/
vehicleforge) and the European Organization for Nuclear Research 
(CERN)’s Open Hardware Repository (http://www.ohwr.org/) offer 
inspiration for the management of open, collaborative projects.
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Figure 6 Assembly schematics and biological validation data comparing tube and microfluidic reactions for each assembly biochemistry. Error bars indicate 
s.d. (a) Schematic of BioBrick-based ligation assembly. (b) Constitutive GFP fluorescence with ligation-assembled circuit. GFP fluorescence was compared 
for Escherichia coli transformed with microfluidic (four clones) and tube-assembled (three clones) circuits to E. coli lacking the circuit (negative control). 
When compared to cells lacking the circuit, both microfluidic and tube clones showed similar (>50-fold) increased fluorescence, with microfluidic clones 
exhibiting 58-fold increased fluorescence and tube clones showing 70-fold increased fluorescence. (c) Schematic of BP Gateway Assembly. (d) Constitutive 
EGFP fluorescence with Gateway-assembled circuit. EGFP expression was measured by flow cytometry for microfluidic (four clones) and tube (three clones) 
assembled circuits. Microfluidic and tube clones demonstrated >100-fold increased fluorescence compared to cells lacking the EGFP expression plasmid and 
did not show significantly different fluorescence relative to each other. (e) Schematic of Gibson assembly. (f) Cell-density-dependent gene expression with 
Gibson-assembled circuit. Following dilution from overnight culture at time zero, the fraction of cells expressing mCherry decreased to ~20% after 4 hours. 
This percentage then rebounded as cell density increased starting at OD600 = 0.2. Microfluidic (five clones) and tube-assembled (three clones) reactions 
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Golden Gate Assembly. (h) aTc induction of GFPmut3b with Golden Gate–assembled circuit. With both microfluidic and tube-assembled circuits, addition of 
aTc induced more than a tenfold increase in GFPmut3b fluorescent signal in TetR-expressing cells. Microfluidic and tube-assembled circuits showed similar 
behavior with no significant difference in the induced and uninduced cases.
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The emergence of standardized digital file types would be an 
important step toward easier device reproduction. The 3D printing 
community, for example, has benefited greatly from the adoption of 
.STL files as a standard. Metafluidics does not currently require users 
to submit any one specific digital design file type, in part due to the 
substantial variety of fabrication technologies and associated CAD 
software, but also because we wish to keep barriers to contribution 
as low as possible. Over time, Metafluidics may help the community 
organically converge upon file standards through the establishment 
of community norms and, eventually, curatorial policies.

As derivative works are contributed to Metafluidics, we aim to incor-
porate tools to track and visualize a ‘family tree’ of parts over time. 
Currently, the site supports the ability to reference other parts in the 
repository as descendants, but without a networked visualization.

Another goal of our future work is to ensure that the materials 
required for reproduction of each fluidic part, from the design files 
to the assembly specifications, increase in their quality and robust-
ness. Highly rated parts that have a track record of easy reproduction 
will emerge from the site’s social functions, while improved policies 
and requirements for submission of parts could help to increase the 
overall quality of parts in the repository. These policies will evolve 
over time as community members demonstrate best practices that can 
be reinforced by the editorial team.

One notable challenge for the application of open-source princi-
ples to microfluidics is licensing. While licensing software typically 
involves applying terms of use to copyrighted works, hardware is often 
protected by patents, trademarks, and non-disclosure agreements. 
Each form of protection has its own laws that require time and cost 
to process legally, making the establishment of open-source hardware 
licenses complex. The open hardware movement as a whole must 
overcome these challenges, and the breadth of communities devel-
oping open hardware projects—from space flight40 to photovolta-
ics41—has led to a similar exploration in alternate license models. 
Notable examples include licenses modeled after the GNU Public 
License, Arduino’s use of multiple licenses, and those modeled after 
the Apache Software License40. But much work remains to create an 
appropriate legal framework, a challenge also being addressed in the 
synthetic biology community for using and sharing DNA-based parts3 
(e.g., the BioBrick Public Agreement).

The adoption of open-source principles could benefit both the micro-
fluidics and synthetic biology communities enormously. We believe that 
applying this paradigm will enable wider adoption of microfluidics, a 
technology that has historically remained confined to the laboratories 
of instrument inventors, while increasing the breadth and diversity of 
developer and user communities. And therein lies our greatest source of 
excitement—to see just what an engaged and expanding creative com-
munity, empowered with open-source tools, can achieve together.

Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the 
online version of the paper.
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